Dan & dawn
of
Erotic Awakening
Authors ~ Presenters ~ Podcasters
Community Members

Many people write or talk about what they think
around polyamory, power exchange, kink, and
alternative love styles. Dan and dawn live it. They share
from their over twenty years of active experience in the
alt communities that they are part of.
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Dan and dawn have been an
alternative lifestyle couple since 2001
and have presented at hundreds of
events around North America. Not
only do they enjoy teaching
workshops and classes, they also share
via books and podcast.

POLYAMORY
POWER EXCHANGE
KINK
WWW.EROTICAWAKENING.COM

Member’s Choice Presenter of
the Year Award 2016
Great Lakes Title Couple 2010
PRSCO Presenter of the Year
Award 2010

CONTACT
dananddawn@eroticawakening.com
www.eroticawakening.com

WHY?
Dan & dawn are passionate about our
alt community. Power exchange and
polyamory are not only valid
relationships styles, but healthy and
sustainable.

We want people like us to

know that they too can thrive in these
relationships.

Kink can be a great expression of love,
sex, passion. It can be fulfilling and
fantasy fufillment. And..it is simply fun

ABOUT DAN AND DAWN
Dan & dawn have known each other
since 1981, and began this journey as a
nested couple in 1999.

Regarding

Polyamory, they have multiple

other loving partners (some relationships
over a decade in length)

With their

Power Exchange, they have

been practices full time authority transfer
for over twenty years.

LETS GET SOCIAL

SOCIAL MEDIA STATS

Dan & dawn

5,000,000+ Downloads

www.eroticawakening.com

7,660+ Fetlife Followers
10k+ Followers

Twitter: @dananddawn
Facebook:/eroticawakeningpodcast
Instagram: @eroticawakening
Fetlife: dananddawn
YouTube: /EroticAwakeningPodcast

(Twitter, Facebook, Instagram)

YouTube relaunch scheduled mid 2022
TikTok launch late 2022

DAN AND DAWN
EROTIC AWAKENING

PODCAST REACH

EVENT REACH
2022 Appearances
Wicked in the West, Edmonton AB, 10/07
GWNN, Austin, TX, 7/21
The Academy, Cleveland, OH, 06/11
Beltane, Darlington, MD, 4/28
LOCK, Troy, NY, 04/22
Kinky Kollege, Chicago, IL, 03/11
T3WD, Columbia, SC, 02/17
Anon M/S, Providence, RI, 01/28

PRESENTING FEES - NONE

We present workshops and classes on power exchange,
polyamory and kink as a passion, not a business. We only ask
that it be cost neutral for us. We look forward to serving your
event.

PODCAST ADVERTISING

Over 5 million downloads and a worldwide audience wants to
hear from you. We provide embedded reads (these stay in an
episode indefinitely) and a personal touch.
Front Roll - $300 for 4 episodes
Mid Roll - $180 for 4 episodes
Both - $440 for 4 episodes

BOOKS AND KINK STARTER
CARDS

Contact us for large orders

